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27% Yes, these guns have no place in our communities.
46% No, there is no justification to punish law-abiding firearm owners.
27% No, I support reasonable regulation, but think MPs should have voted on this.
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Thank you to those who took the time to respond to the previous question:
“Do you support the government’s reclassification (ban) of 1500 firearms
by ministerial order?”
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Response to the Government’s Economic Statement (C-14)
Last fall the federal government tabled an
economic statement containing a number of
spending measures and an unprecedented
increase to the federal government’s
borrowing authority. The following is the
statement I made in response to the
government.

month and his revenue is zero.
I know that every member of the House has heard
similar stories from their constituents and from
other members during debate on the bill. The fall
economic statement and the bill do not help these
constituents.

COVID. It does not repeal the red tape that killed
projects, like Teck Frontier, and scared off the
private sector investors that would have built Trans
Mountain without taxpayer support.

There is nothing in this bill for the thousands of
Canadian workers who will lose their jobs due to
the devastating Keystone decision or those already
It is easy to forget the extent to which the
without jobs, whose hopes for returning to work
Mr. Speaker, it is my pleasure to rise virtually today
government's fiscal and economic mismanagement are now reduced in the wake of the Keystone
to join the debate on Bill C-14, an act to implement
was coming to a head before COVID. This is a
decision.
certain provisions of the economic statement.
government that was elected in 2015 on a promise,
The bill has seven parts, mostly containing items to
which it immediately broke, to run modest deficits There is nothing in this bill to rein in the culture of
which I do not object and aims that I support under
to fund infrastructure for three years, returning to wasteful corporate welfare that the government
the circumstances that Canada currently finds
surplus in the fourth. Its maximum deficit of $10
has and the ease with which it ran up significant
itself. Having said that, I have three main criticisms
billion was to be its fiscal anchor.
debt, again, before COVID.
of the bill. First, it does not contain a plan or indeed
any reason for hope for the millions of Canadians
This brings me to my third criticism of this bill and
who own, work for or otherwise depend on small
that is the unprecedented increase to Canada's
businesses, especially new businesses that have
borrowing limit. Make no mistake, and I will say this
been ignored in aid measures that have been either
again, that at a time when governments force
adopted or proposed by the government. Second,
businesses to close and lay off workers,
the bill contains nothing to address the significant
governments need to support them. Governments
problems that were facing the Canadian economy
do need to support Canadians who are being
before COVID. Third, the government should not be
compelled not to work and to support businesses
granted the unnecessary increase to the borrowing
that are being compelled to close their doors.
authority contained in the bill.
This crisis has created a temporary necessity for
extraordinary spending measures to support
To my first two issues, some would say that it is not That anchor was cut immediately after the Liberals
Canadians, but the government's proposal in this
fair to criticize a bill for something it does not say.
took office, and the 2015 election promise was
bill to increase its borrowing limit to $1.8 trillion is
Ordinarily I would agree, but this is not an ordinary seemingly obliterated into an Orwellian memory
simply not justified. It is not justified by the
bill, nor is this an ordinary time.
hole never again to be acknowledged by the
government's present needs, not by its short-term
government. It was replaced by a new anchor: that
needs, not by its medium- or long-term needs, and
The government is closing in on two years without Canada's debt-to-GDP ratio was low and would
certainly not by its past enthusiasm for non-crisis
a budget. The fall economic statement is as close as always shrink.
deficit financing.
the government has come to tabling a budget, and
that statement followed a period of chaos and
The finance minister clung to that anchor until it
Parliament at its most basic function exists to
crisis management. Here I am not referring to the
was clear, before COVID, that the deficit was going
authorize taxation, expenditure and borrowing by
COVID crisis, but to the tumultuous months during to rise as a percentage of GDP, and replaced that
the government on behalf of the governed. As
which we saw a government that should have been anchor with the last one, which was maintaining
legislators, we have a responsibility to vote
procuring vaccines, approving and distributing
Canada's AAA credit rating. That anchor was cut
whether or not to grant the government these
rapid at-home test kits and figuring out ways to
loose as well, and there have been no fiscal anchors
powers, and there is simply no reason to grant such
allow the economy to function, if and when the
articulated by the government since then.
an extraordinary sum for the government to
second wave would hit. Instead, it was consumed
borrow when its own fall statement and the
by the scandal that saw the resignation of the
We saw all of this backsliding into a serious
estimates that have already been voted on do not
former finance minister, prorogation of this
structural deficit before COVID. The Liberal
require the authority for the level of borrowing
Parliament and the appointment of a new finance
government piled on nearly $100 billion in new debt
that is contained in this bill.
minister. The bill is the government's missed
at a time when it should have been running
opportunity to help small businesses that have
surpluses, like the one it inherited, in order to
If the Liberal government, or indeed a future
fallen through the cracks in its aid measures and to prepare for a financial disaster like COVID, but it did
government, needs to increase the national debt to
fix its series of failures that left Canada on the brink not. Furthermore, the government piled on job$1.8 trillion, then that should be left for a future
of a recession before COVID.
killing laws, like Bill C-69 and Bill C-48 that
debate in this Parliament or a future Parliament. In
devastated the western economy and will harm
the meantime, I urge the government to focus on
As the Shadow Minister for Small Business and the Canada's ability to recover from COVID.
establishing a coherent COVID policy, one that
member for Calgary Rocky Ridge, I have spoken to
would result in a vaccinated population, a reopened
many small business owners who had been left
This bill does not contain elements that would undo
economy and a full employment workforce fueled
behind by the government. These small business
the damage the government did to our economy
by private investment into Canada's economy,
owners are the pillars of our communities.
that prevent and reduce our ability to recover from
unshackled by job-killing regulations.
There are millions of owners, workers and
COVID. It brought in a carbon tax in the last
customers who depend on small businesses and
Parliament and has announced that it will almost
We must return to an employment-based economy
who are paying the price for the government's
immediately break its promise not to raise it in this
as soon as possible. While there are items in this bill
failures, like the owners of the Bitter Sisters
Parliament.
that would help some Canadians cope with the
Brewing Company in Calgary, whose owners live in
difficult circumstances of the present, I urge the
my riding. They do not qualify for the wage subsidy There is nothing in this bill that will address the
government to get serious about giving Canadians
or the rent subsidy, because they reopened their
hostility of the government to the energy industry,
more hope for the future, especially for those small
business in March 2020 after spending most of 2019 which is an essential part of the federal
businesses that have consistently fallen through
refurbishing it. The owners of this business
government's tax base. It is historically Canada's
the cracks of the government's aid measures.
exhausted their capital. They went through a
largest and most valuable export. It is the creator
With that, I look forward to questions from the
lengthy period when reinventing their business,
of great high-paying jobs in every province across
floor.
and they opened literally within days of the
Canada, not just in Alberta.
declaration of a global pandemic. They do not have
Bill C-14 passed second reading in the House of
access to government aid measures. I spoke to
The fall economic statement that this bill is to
Commons on March 8 and was referred to the
another constituent last week who had expanded
implement does not address the past economic
Finance committee for review which is
his successful tattoo studio in early 2020. As a
mistakes the government made and that had
underway at the time of writing.
result, he does not qualify for either the rent
Canada teetering on the brink of recession before
subsidy or the wage subsidy. His rent is $30,000 a
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opposition, and assumes the chair’s responsibility
if the chair must leave a meeting or is unable to
Last fall Parliament returned with all of its normal attend. I work with the rest of the opposition’s
functions. A small number of MPs attend sittings finance team and coordinate our committee
work.
of the house in person while most participate
electronically. While there is no substitute for in
person meetings, Members are able to question The Finance Committee is one of the busiest
the government, debate government legislation, Parliamentary committees. It meets far more
often, and for longer, than other committees,
hold committee meetings, conduct Private
often meeting during constituency weeks and for
Members’ business, table petitions, hold
emergency debates and otherwise fully conduct extended hours. It has responsibility for holding
pre-budget consultations, and preparing
parliamentary business.
recommendations to the government, and
So far in 2021, I have travelled to Ottawa once, for studying all spending legislation like budgets,
a rotation of sitting in the chamber, and the rest estimates, economic statements and changes to
the income tax act.
of the time I participated through video
conference, usually from my home in Ranchlands.
While the current government has now gone
over two years without providing Canadians with
On February 16th I was selected to become the
Vice-Chair of the Standing Committee on Finance. a budget, the Finance Committee still held
extensive pre-budget consultations with
The Vice-Chair is always a member of the

Dear Constituents,

Speaking up for Small Business
Owning a business is a tough life, yet
thousands of Canadians with a dream and an
entrepreneurial spirit do it anyway, and they
provide the goods and services upon which
every community depends.

On February 18, I spoke in support of Small
Businesses in the House of Commons:
“Mr. Speaker, we have all heard from
struggling small businesses in our ridings.
Small business owners do not have pensions.
They do not have employer health and dental
insurance, vacation pay, sick leave, maternity
leave, a minimum wage or overtime payments.

Sadly, these hard-working Canadians have
borne the brunt of COVID restrictions. While
relief programs allow some business owners to
cling to their life's work, they need customers
and they are watching helplessly as the rest of
the world surges ahead of Canada with
vaccines and the end of pandemic restrictions.
The government owes it to small business
owners, who are burning their savings and
piling on debt, to deliver vaccines to safely
open the economy and save our local
businesses.”

@PatKelly_MP

Canadians and tabled a report to Parliament. My
Conservative colleagues and I tabled a dissenting
report containing a number of additional
recommendations, including that the
government not commit to permanent new
spending programs or raise taxes which could
impair post-Covid economic recovery.
The Finance Committee also regularly holds
hearings with ministers, finance officials, the Bank
of Canada, and the Parliamentary Budget Officer.
My office continues to serve constituents over
the phone and by email, but remains closed for
in-person visits. Feedback from constituents is
important to me, and I welcome phone calls and
emails from you.

- Pat

Kelly
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unconstitutional. My Conservative Opposition
colleagues recommended appealing the
decision to the Supreme Court to seek greater
clarity on the legal and constitutional
requirements around MAID. Instead the Liberal
government introduced Bill C-7.
Is a MAID Bill necessary?
Since the Supreme Court struck down the
criminal code prohibition against MAID,
Members of Parliament do not have a choice
between whether or not to legalize MAID. The
question is how to regulate MAID, and what
legal limits could be placed on the availability
of MAID. Without last Parliament’s Bill, MAID
would have become legal without a federal law
to regulate it.

vulnerable people.
A second reading vote is for the principle of
the bill, and third reading for approval of the
final version of the bill. I voted for Bill C-7 at
Second Reading to in order to send it to the
Justice Committee for amendment. It was my
hope that the bill could be amended to comply
with the recent court ruling and restore the
safeguards contained in the original bill from
the previous parliament.

Such amendments were proposed by
Conservative committee members, but were
rejected by the other parties, resulting in a bill
which went further than the courts required,
and weakened safeguards for the vulnerable.
Since the final bill was a legally unnecessary
Likewise, since the 2019 court decision to strike expansion of MAID with reduced safeguards
How did we get here?
down the reasonable foreseeability of death
for the vulnerable, including the removal of the
Shortly before the 2015 election, the Supreme provision in the current law, the Government is requirement for 10 clear days between the
Court struck down Canada’s legal prohibition
faced with a court decision that will widen the request and provision of MAID, and strenuous
on assisted dying as unconstitutional. The new availability of MAID, whether Parliament
objection to the bill from disability advocates, I
Liberal Government responded by introducing passes a new bill or not.
voted against Bill C-7 at third reading.
legislation to legalize MAID with certain
restrictions. At the time, the Conservative
Why did I vote yes at Second Reading and no
Opposition to Senate Amendments
Opposition argued strenuously, and
at Third Reading?
After Bill C-7 passed the House of Commons it
successfully, to include numerous safeguards
Parliament has a responsibility to pass a law
was amended in the Senate to significantly
to protect the vulnerable. One such restriction that will comply with the Constitution and
expand the availability of MAID in the months
was that death had to be reasonably
court decisions, and it is my view that people
and years to come, including allowing access to
foreseeable at the time that someone sought
of sound mind, who are terminally ill,
MAID for the mentally ill. I voted against the
MAID. The bill was passed in June 2016.
intolerably suffering, and near death, should be Senate amendments on March 11. At the time
legally permitted to seek MAID, with important of writing, Bill C-7, with the Senate
In 2019, again just before an election, a
safeguards. I had hoped that Bill C-7 could be
amendments, appears likely to become law.
provincial court struck down the reasonable
amended to maintain the right balance for
foreseeability of death provision as
reasonable access to MAID while protecting

Opposition Day Motion on Small Business
Throughout the pandemic, Conservatives have
identified many gaps in emergency response
programs and proposed helpful solutions,
several of which the government has
implemented.
As the Shadow Minister for Small Business and
Western Economic Development, I sponsored
an Opposition Day motion recognizing the
devastating consequences of the pandemic on
workers and businesses, especially in the
restaurant, hospitality, and tourism sectors;
and calling on the government to immediately

until at least June 2021, and provide additional
flexibility in the Canada Emergency Rent
Subsidy, the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy,
and other support programs.
Parliament passed my motion, with support
from all opposition parties.
You can find out more about this motion and
my parliamentary work on my website: https://
patkellymp.ca/supporting-small-business/
pause the audits of small businesses that
received the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy

Social Media
When the House of Commons is sitting, I raise questions to Ministers, give speeches on legislation, speak at committees, attend
votes, meet with constituents and stakeholders in my Ottawa office, and more.
To stay up-to-date on my work in the House of Commons, follow me on social media and sign up for my e-newsletter:
facebook.com/mppatkelly

youtube.com/mppatkelly

www.patkellymp.ca

@PatKelly_MP

Many constituents have asked me whether or
not Conservative Leader Erin O’Toole
understands the importance of the energy
industry to the Canadian economy and the
extent to which poor policy decisions have
harmed the Alberta economy.
While I have assured many people that Mr.
O’Toole has repeatedly spoken in defense of
Alberta’s industries, both before and since he
became Opposition Leader, many have not
seen or heard him firsthand. On the first day
that Parliament sat following President Biden’s
announcement, Mr. O’Toole made this speech
in the House of Commons after requesting an
emergency debate:

being laid off when Canada is already suffering
from some of the highest rates of unemployment
in the G20 as a result of the COVID-19 crisis. The
province of Alberta is already suffering from other
misguided policies of the government, whether Bill
C-69 or others, that have already had tens of
thousands of people out of work, that have empty
office towers in Calgary. These are Canadians,
thousands of them, being totally forgotten and left
behind by the government.

does not understand them let alone one who looks
down on them, as the Prime Minister has on many
occasions. We need the federal government,
particularly now in a crisis, to stand up for workers
in every corner of the country. Jobs for Canadians
are the only way we will secure our future and
rebuild our economy, which has been ravaged by
this pandemic. The Liberal government should
have done more for our world-class energy sector
than its record of indifference and incompetence.

The cancellation of Keystone XL means that
companies are going to leave Canada, but most of
all it means the loss of thousands of jobs across the
country. It means that families will have trouble
making ends meet. They are the ones that I am
talking to in this emergency debate.
We are in the middle of the greatest economic
crisis we have faced in modern times as a nation. It
is essential that we get every Canadian back to
work in every sector, in every corner of the country
and as quickly as we can.

For Canadians who are watching this debate,
particularly in Alberta and Saskatchewan, the
Prime Minister has once again let them down.
When we have a government that attacks the
natural resources industry, we have a government
that is hurting all Canadians. Canadians across the
country all benefit from spinoffs from the natural
resources industry. Those spinoffs help us to pay
for our hospitals, our universities and the
protection of our environment.

The government is afraid to have a budget because
it does not want to show Canadians the incredible
economic challenges the country has. We need to
pull together, the people in the west, in the east, in
Quebec and Ontario. We must value the ability for
us to work together to recover from this COVID-19
crisis and, therefore, we need our energy sector to
be successful. That is why Conservatives have been
pushing so hard for months for the government to
develop a clear plan for our economic rebuilding
Madam Speaker, I am privileged to be joined by my and our vaccine rollout.
colleagues here tonight, those who we can have in
the chamber. I will be dividing my time with the
The government spent months on a CanSino
Conservative Shadow Minister for Natural
Chinese vaccine debacle when it should have been
Resources, the member of Parliament for Calgary
preparing the regulatory process and negotiating
Centre.
with companies like Pfizer, Moderna and others to
I am here today for thousands of Canadian oil and
gas workers, thousands of Canadian families that
are affected by the decision of the new U.S.
administration, thousands of Canadians who work
hard for their families. They are losing their jobs as
a result of the first decision by the new U.S.
President at a time when thousands have already
lost their jobs in this pandemic.
I am here today for the five first nations in Alberta
and Saskatchewan that are seeing their equity
investment in the Keystone XL project evaporate
because of the inaction of the government. These
first nations are seeing their plans for their youth
and citizens evaporate because of inaction by the
government.

manufacture in Canada or to secure a stable
supply. This week, with thousands of cases daily
across the country, Canada is one of the few
countries in the world to receive zero vaccines.
However, if there is one area that this decision
leads to a catastrophic failure of confidence, it is
the disdainful way that the Prime Minister has
attacked our energy industry for the past five
years, beginning with his first trip abroad when the
Prime Minister of Canada mocked an entire sector
of our economy, a sector that has provided so
much to Canadians, to our way of life, to our
prosperity. He said that the last prime minister
talked about resources. He said that Canada was
more than resources, that we were resourceful
now, with one word, swiping away tens of
thousands of jobs, thousands of examples of
innovation, productivity and technology that is
world-leading, a prime minister who is not proud
of our industries because he does not understand
them.

I am here for Canadians from coast to coast to
coast who rely on our world-class energy sector to
provide for their families, manufacturers,
subcontractors, food providers, hard-working men
and women who are being abandoned in the midst In fact, this is the second time the Prime Minister
of a pandemic.
has failed to make the case for Keystone XL under
two separate U.S. administrations. Every time the
Canada has been dealt a serious blow with the
Liberal government has a chance to promote
cancellation of the Keystone XL pipeline extension. Canadian energy, it sides with activists over
Thousands of Canadians have just been laid off.
science. It sides with foreign protestors over first
Thousands more are counting on even serious
nations that are invested in the project. It sides
upset. Thousand of Canadians have just been laid
with trendy slogans over smart policies to reduce
off. They were counting on employment
greenhouse gas emissions.
opportunities at a time when our country is
already shaken to its foundations from an
Hard-working Canadians in all corners of the
economic crisis related to COVID-19. They are now country deserve better than a prime minister who

Your Photos
Do you have a great photo which captures the beauty of
Calgary Rocky Ridge? Many constituents have had time to
explore the outdoors and to discover some amazing views. A
few photographers responded to the request I included in the
last House to House newsletter.
As you may be venturing outdoors more to enjoy the spring
weather, please consider sharing photos with me by emailing
pat.kelly@parl.gc.ca. I will share the best ones in a future
newsletter and/or on social media.

The energy sector is also the biggest partner in the
development of the regions of Canada when it
works with first nations. Five first nations placed
their hopes in the Keystone XL project. Canadians
deserve better.
Canada needs a prime minister who will respect
hard-working Canadian families and work hard to
secure opportunities for all of them. We deserve a
prime minister who understands hard work and
what it means to get his or her hands dirty to
provide for his or her family. We deserve a prime
minister who will champion Canadian energy as the
most ethical, environmentally conscious and most
socially responsible in the world. The world is
looking for investments with strong environmental
and social governance, or ESG. Canadian resources
offer ESGI, environmental and social governance
with indigenous partnerships and participation.
Canadians should be immensely proud of that. The
Liberals' failure on Keystone will be felt in our
country for years to come.
Let us add to the list: job-killing policies like Bill C69, the carbon tax, tanker bans, illegal rail
blockades and endless regulations. That has led to
$160 billion of capital leaving Canada. Those
investments mean jobs. How can we convince the
world to invest in Canada when the government is
not even proud of what we do in Canada?
Instead of reimagining the economy, as the Prime
Minister wants to do in the middle of a pandemic,
he should stop reimagining millions of Canadians
without jobs, because that is what his policies are
leading to. Indigenous communities on both sides
of the border were planning their futures based on
projects like this. Chief Alvin Francis said that this
would “create intergenerational jobs and
benefits.”

Lily Kwok’s photo of Convergence, taken at sunrise near the
Shane Homes YMCA.

Wilfred Thiele shared photos of golden leaves along a
neighbourhood pathway In Royal Oak.

I will end as I started. Tonight the Conservatives
are here for working families from coast to coast
to coast that need opportunities, inspiration and
hope that we can have jobs and get our country
moving.

A pinecone peeks out from a snow-covered tree in Tuscany.

Suite 202,
400 Crowfoot Crescent NW
Calgary AB T3G 5H6

Few topics have generated as much
correspondence to my office as Bill C-7, the
federal government’s response to a court
decision striking down the reasonable
foreseeability of death provision of Canada’s
existed medical assistance in dying (MAID) law.
Constituents have written, emailed, and called
me with their concerns. Some are utterly
opposed to any form of legally sanctioned
MAID, others believe that MAID should be
significantly more accessible, and others
support some limited access to MAID and
believe that this bill goes too far and contains
insufficient safeguards for the vulnerable.
I would like to offer constituents some
background and explanation of my votes on
such a controversial and sensitive topic by
addressing several key questions.

Erin O’Toole and Canadian Energy

PAT KELLY, MP

Bill C-7: Medical Assistance in Dying

